Abstract-Most Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) have a fixed topology during learning, and often suffer from a number of short-comings as a result. ANNs that use dynamic topologies have shown ability to overcome many of these problems. Adaptive Self Organizing Concurrent Systems (ASOCS) are a class of learning models with inherently dynamic topologies. This paper introduces Location-Independent Transformations (LITs) as a general strategy for implementing learning models that use dynamic topologies efficiently in parallel hardware. A LIT creates a set of location-independent nodes, where each node computes its part of the network output independent of other nodes, using local information. This type of transformation allows efficient support for adding and deleting nodes dynamically during learning. In particular, this paper presents the LocationIndependent ASOCS (LIA) model as a LIT for ASOCS Adaptive Algorithm 2. The description of LIA gives formal definitions for LIA algorithms. Because LIA implements basic ASOCS mechanisms, these definitions provide a formal description of basic ASOCS mechanisms in general, in addition to LIA.
INTRODUCTION
Hardware support for ANNs is important for enabling real-time handling of large, complex problems, in particular for enabling real-time learning. Learning times can exceed tolerable limits for applications of large size and complexity using conventional computing schemes. As hardware is becoming cheaper and easier to design, viable hardware mechanisms that directly support neural computation, especially ANNs with dynamic topologies, can be explored and implemented.
The Location-Independent Transformation (LIT) is a general implementation strategy for ANNs that overcomes several weaknesses of current hardware implementation methods. This strategy maps an ANN onto a parallel, hierarchical network, providing bounded logarithmic broadcast and gather times for an ANN with either a static or dynamic topology (see below). The purpose of LIT is not to invent new or improved learning algorithms, but rather to support existing algorithms in an efficient way for hardware implementation. This paper presents an LIT for ASOCS (Adaptive Self-Organizing Concurrent Systems) model AA2 [12] [13] [14] , which has an inherently dynamic topology. A complete, formal description of an LIT transformation includes the following:
• giving the mapping from the original network onto the LIT architecture, • providing formal execution and learning algorithms (for those interested in potential implementation and for formal verification of the mapping), and • giving a complexity analysis of the formal algorithms. Initial LIT implementation research for ASOCS precedes that of other LIT models (see below). However, a complete, formal description of the LIT for AA2 had not previously been published, due to the constraints of on-going research. This paper provides this formal treatment.
Unlike ASOCS models, most ANNs use static topologies-the topology is fixed initially, and remains the same throughout learning. ANNs with static topologies often suffer from the following short-comings:
• sensitivity to user-supplied parameters: learning rate(s), etc., • local error minima during learning, • there is no mechanism for deciding on an effective initial topology (number of nodes, number of layers, etc.). Current research is demonstrating the use of dynamic topologies in overcoming these problems [2] [3] [4] [5] , [10] [11] , [14] , [16] [17] , [19] . A dynamic topology is one which allows adding and deleting both nodes and weighted connections during learning.
Early ANN hardware implementations are model-specific, and are intended to support static topologies [6] [7] , [16] . More recent neurocomputer systems have specialized neural hardware, and seek to support more general classes of ANNs [8] , [18] , [23] . Although some neurocomputers could potentially support dynamic topologies more directly in hardware, rather than in software, they currently do not. Of course, general parallel machines, like the Connection Machine [9] and the CRAY [1] , can simulate the desired dynamics in software, but these machines are not optimized for neural computation. LIT supports general classes of ANNs and dynamic topologies in an efficient parallel hardware implementation.
LIT maps the original network into a hierarchical, parallel network of Location-Independent nodes (LI-nodes). A LI-node contains enough information locally to compute its function independent of any other node in the network. The set of LI-nodes is then embedded in a uniform tree topology. Figure 1 gives a general view of LIT. Execution (running the network) and learning are based on efficient broadcast/gather operations in the tree. Because the nodes are location-independent, they can be placed anywhere in the tree, and dynamic topologies can be efficiently and easily supported: Adding nodes is as simple as allocating free nodes in the tree; deleting nodes is as simple as de-allocating the desired nodes. As suggested above, LIT is a generalization of the authors' work on a strategy for implementing in hardware the ASOCS class of models [12] [13] [14] , in particular AA2 [14] , which have inherently dynamic topologies. The initial results of that work were the LocationIndependent ASOCS model (LIA) [20] and the Priority ASOCS model [15] , [24] . While the underlying mechanisms of ASOCS may differ significantly from those common among ANNs, the overall goals of ASOCS are similar to other such learning models, as is the need to support dynamic topologies. Hence, the authors have applied and expanded the initial strategy to more common ANNs. This led to the development of LITs for counterpropagation, competitive learning [21] , and backpropagation with an arbitrary number of layers [22] . LITs can potentially support a broad set of ANNs, thus allowing one efficient implementation strategy to support both inherently dynamic ANNs and variations of ANNs with dynamic extensions (such as backpropagation).
This paper presents the LIA model as a LIT for AA2, developing the initial ASOCS results within the context of the expanded LIT research. Section 2 presents a general overview of LIT. Section 3 gives the LIT transformation from AA2 to LIA. Section 4 presents formal definitions of the LIA execution and learning algorithms. Section 5 gives a complexity analysis of the algorithms in section 4. Section 6 is the conclusion. when the conjunction of input variables is true, the output variable specified in the instance should be set to the value specified by the instance. For example, the instance AB'C ⇒ Z asserts that when A is high, B is low (negation is denoted by the prime " ' ") and C is high, Z should be set high.
The basic operational features of an ASOCS system are summarized as follows:
• An ASOCS network (including LIA) learns new instances incrementally, as they are presented to the network, over time.
•
The network adapts in a self-organizing fashion to represent a modified instance set, which is consistent with the new instance being added and parsimonious, whenever a new instance causes modifications to be necessary. • During execution mode, the network takes the full input environment and computes the appropriate output for those inputs, based on the instances stored in the learned instance set. Consistency is maintained by adding discriminant variables to "stored" instances that conflict with the new instance being added or, if discrimination is not possible, entirely deleting the stored instance. Potential conflicts exist if a stored instance and the new instance specify different outputs for some set of input states. A discriminant variable guarantees that a stored instance and the new instance are matched by mutually exclusive sets of input states.
Parsimony is maintained by eliminating redundant instances from the stored instance set. Redundancy is determined by pairwise comparison of instances. Pairwise minimizations are relatively fast approximations to finding globally minimal representations. Algorithms for achieving more minimal instance set representations (such as using background minimization) are a subject for future research, perhaps in connection with on-going research in the area of generalization algorithms.
Where ASOCS models, such as AA1, AA2, AA3, LIA and PASOCS, differ is in how each one represents an instance set internally (in a network), and consequently, in the details of how each network learns or adapts. However, all ASOCS models implement the concepts of instances and instance sets in some fashion, as outlined above. Figure 2 shows an example of an AA2 [14] network transformed to an equivalent LIA network. The numbers accompanying particular nodes are for reference only. The AA2 network is composed of two types of nodes, 1) PNodes, and 2) DNodes. PNodes are the interior nodes in the network, the building blocks from which representations of instances are built in a hierarchical fashion. Each PNode represents the conjunction of its two inputs (represented by the letters inside each node in figure 2 ). The two inputs to a PNode may be either of two types: an input variable (or its negation), or the output of another PNode. The output of a PNode is Boolean, and the output of any given PNode may be connected (and thus shared) as input to one or more other PNodes or DNodes.
(1) Figure 2 . An Example AA2 network transformed to LIA DNodes are the leafnodes in an AA2 network (i.e. nodes 1, 2 and 3). Like a PNode, each DNode represents the conjunction of its inputs, and the two inputs of a DNode may be either a variable (or its negation) or the output of a PNode. Logically, however, a DNode also represents one of the instances in the instance set currently stored in the network. In other words, there is one DNode for each instance stored in the network, and each Dnode determines the output of the network when the instance it represents is matched. The output value of the network for a DNode is indicated by the Z or Z', respectively, at the top of each Dnode in figure 2 . The output of a DNode is Boolean-the actual output of the network is determined by whether the output of the DNode is connected to the positive collector (think of each collector as an OR-plane) or negative collector of the output variable. Z therefore represents the positive collector for output variable Z, while Z' represents the negative collector for variable Z.
This brief overview of AA2 concludes with two further observations: First, a network outputs a ? ("don't know" value) in the case where none of the instances is matched, and therefore every DNode outputs a 0, and therefore both the positive and negative collectors output a 0. Second, the instance set stored in a network is changed by adding and deleting PNodes and Dnodes, and by altering connections between PNodes, Dnodes and the connections to output collectors.
There is one node in the LIA network for each Dnode in the AA2 network. Each transformed node stores the instance represented by the corresponding AA2 Dnode (as shown in figure 2 ). Another way of looking at the transformation is this: A transformed node can store a complete instance; each node in the transformed network stores one instance in the instance set represented by the AA2 network. So, LIA can be seen either as a LIT transformation (implementation) of AA2, or as a different way of representing an instance set, whichever is convenient.
Suppose that a new instance AB'F ⇒ Z' is to be added to the AA2 network of figure 2. None of the possible conjunctions AB', AF or B'F already exist as PNodes, so a new PNode representing one of them, AB' for example, would be added to the network. In that case, a new DNode with inputs from the new PNode and the variable F would also be added to the network. The output of the DNode would be connected to the negative collector for Z.
The same new instance is added to the LIA network of figure 2 by allocating a free node in the network, the left child of node 2 for example, and storing the new instance in that node. Now suppose the instance ABD'E ⇒ Z' is to be deleted from the AA2 network of figure 2. DNode 2 is deleted, along with its connections to the negative collector and any PNodes or variables to which it is directly connected-in this case PNodes representing D'E and AB. In addition, since the PNode representing D'E is not shared by any remaining instances, it is deleted from the network.
The same instance is deleted from the LIA network by marking node 2 as "free". No other nodes in the LIA network are affected.
A 2-input AA2 node (either Pnode or Dnode) may or may not actually store its variable list(s) at each node, depending on the specific implementation. An LIA node, on the other hand, stores two lists, or vectors of variables: One is the left-hand side of an instance V j . Each element v ij has the value *, or the value of the corresponding variable of the instance that the node stores. The other vector is the right-hand side of an instance R j . It has ? values in every element r kj except the one corresponding to the output variable for that instance, in which case the value is 1 or 0, depending on the polarity of that variable. Even though each instance only has one righthand side variable, it is easier to visualize (and perhaps handle) how multiple output variables are gathered in parallel if the output of each node is a vector rather than a scalar. Figure 3 shows a conceptual view of an LIA node. all match ? Figure 3 . Conceptual view of LIA node.
LIA Execution Mode
The goal of execution mode is to determine what is the output of the network for a given set of inputs. More precisely, it is to determine which nodes in Ω match a given state or set of input values X, and thus determine the output of the network. This is done in two steps, broadcast and gather. During the broadcast step, X is broadcast down the tree to the nodes and each node j compares each element x i of X with the corresponding element v ij of V j (the left-hand-side of β j the instance stored at node j) to see if the two vectors "match". In this matching function, a 1 matches a 1, a 0 matches a 0, and * ("don't care") matches either 1 or 0. The domain of x i is Boolean, while the domain of v ij is Boolean and *. A node that is matched will assert the righthand side R j of its β j as output O j , whereas a node that is not matched (there exists at least one mismatch) will assert a vector of ? ("don't know") values as output O j . The latter is equivalent to the node itself not responding to some set of input values.
During the gather step, each node combines the elements of its asserted output O j with the corresponding values received from its children, and passes the result Y j up to its parent. The parent of the root node is the CU, and thus Y j from the root node becomes the output of the network Z.
The underlying purpose of the gather function is one of transmission-transmitting output values from the nodes to the CU. Thus, the general sense of the gather function at each node is that of an OR, namely ORing together the respective output elements from all the nodes to determine a single value for each output variable, and the ∨ symbol is used to denote this operation. However, the semantics of the gather function are somewhat different from OR as it is generally understood, even beyond the fact that the gather function here is extended to handle ? values. These semantics can be explained in terms of a dyadic operation using one output variable o kj and the corresponding output variable from one child y kjh , however the operation extends to any number of variables (or children). The gather operation is defined as follows: Table 1 . Definition of gather operation
The idea is that the indefinite value ? is replaced by a definite 1 or 0 (as the case may be) when such is asserted as the output of the network for a variable. Note that although more than one node may match a given X , the nodes will never have to combine the cases 0∨1 or 1∨0 for any variable, because the network is consistent-if any one node asserts a definite value for some output variable, no other node will contradict that value. (In a physical implementation, such a case might occur only if one or more nodes has been corrupted, which results in a system error in any case.)
Three cases can occur for execution mode for any single variable, given some input vector X and some network that stores instance set Ω: 1) no instances match, 2) exactly one instance matches, 3) more than one instance matches. In the first case, the network will output a vector of ? values. In the second case, the output of the network is clearly the output of that matched instance for that variable, since there is only one instance. The third case arises from the fact that two or more concordant instances may match the same X, even though Ω is minimized, because such instances may overlap in their coverage of states.
In the AA2 literature, an AA2 node is represented as a 2-input AND-gate with a node CU controlling the inputs and output of the node. In execution mode, the network can be viewed essentially as a hired-wired hierarchy of 2-input AND-gates whose outputs flow into an ORplane (the collectors). Likewise, a LIA node can be viewed as an n-input AND-gate with a node CU controlling the inputs and output(s) of the node. These views are conceptually correct, intending primarily to show how the nodes implement conjunctions of variables and the required mapping of inputs to outputs. However, Stout et. al. found these high-level views to be too simplistic and somewhat misleading, when attempting to design actual implementations [24] . The critical issue is that such a view ignores the control circuitry (switches, memory, etc.) needed to "set up" or "preprocess" and maintain the inputs to the AND-gates. Considering the functionality required by the overall AA2 system (in which the network is embedded) and the local CU at each node to compute with instances in an AA2 network, the true overall function is more akin to the equivalence (XNOR) function. The "matching" function used in LIA and PASOCS models is essentially an equivalence function extended to handle * values in the instances. This view was more convenient for the VLSI implementation of PASOCS in [24] .
LIA Learning Mode
Let Ω 0 be the null, or empty instance set, which corresponds to a network that stores no instances. Let α t be the t-th new instance added to a network which stores instance set Ω t-1 before α t is presented for learning, and stores Ω t after learning α t . For purposes of the discussing modifications that occur during learning, consider the initial value of Ω t to be Ω t-1 -all potential modifications are discussed with reference to Ω t , rather than Ω t-1 .
The goal of learning is to add α t in such a way that Ω t includes the mapping specified by α t , is consistent with α t , and parsimonious. The behavior of the network in learning mode is motivated by the search for β j that are inconsistent with α t the search for β j that can be involved in minimizing Ω t (assuming that α t is added to Ω t ) and necessary adaptive actions of the network based on the results of these searches.
These ideas can be summarized by the following semi-formal definition of instance set learning:
The searches and resulting actions are based around the fact that α t , partitions Ω t into disjoint subsets based on the relationship of each β j to α t . The right-hand side of any β j must be Concordant, Discordant, or Notrelated with respect to the right-hand side of α t . By definition, each of these subsets of Ω t is mutually exclusive. The left-hand side of any β j must be Subset, Equal, Superset, Overlap, or Discriminated with respect to the left-hand side of α t . By definition, each of these subsets of Ω t is also mutually exclusive. Thus, the combination of lefthand side and right-hand side relationships results in a partition.
There are 15 subsets in the partition of Ω t , but only seven of these cause adaptive actions and are therefore of interest during learning. The eight which do not are those which contain any β j that is Notrelated, is Discriminated, or is Concordant Overlap. With the exception of Notrelated, which should be obvious, the others are discussed in more detail in [12] and other ASOCS literature. Of the remaining seven subsets: four would contain any possible inconsistent β j , those being Discordant Subset, Equal, Superset or Overlap; three would contain any instance that could possibly be used to minimize Ω t , those being Concordant Subset, Equal or Superset. Note that minimization as it is used here refers to simple, fast, pairwise minimizations only. Other minimizations are briefly discussed in section 5.3.
The adaptive actions for each of these seven subsets are as follows: Concordant Subset or Equal: If either of these partitions are non-empty, then there exists at least one β j that covers all possible input states that α t covers, and possibly more, and has the same output as α t . Consequently, adding α t to Ω t would be redundant. Furthermore, if this is true, all other partitions are empty, otherwise Ω t is not consistent and minimal to begin with. Hence α t is not added, and learning terminates for this instance. Concordant Superset: If this partition is non-empty, then there exists at least one β j which is redundant with α t because α t covers all the states that β j covers and more, and they have the same output. Any such β j can self-delete, and α t is added to Ω t . Discordant Equal or Superset: If either of these partitions are not empty, then there exists at least one β j which completely contradicts α t because α t covers all the states that β j covers and more, and they have opposite output. The contradiction can be properly resolved by removing β j . Thus, any such β j can self-delete, and α t is added to Ω t . Discordant Subset or Overlap: If either of these partitions are not empty, then there exists at least one β j which is partially contradicted by α t : Either β j covers all the states that α t covers and more, or β j covers some states that α t covers and some states that α t does not, and they have opposite output. The contradiction can be properly resolved by specializing each contradictory β j so that it no longer covers contradictory states, but still covers all non-contradicted states as before. This specialization process is called Discriminant Variable Addition (DVA).
By definition, inconsistencies exist between α t and β j because their left-hand sides contain no discriminant variable(s). The most logical way to specialize β j with discriminant variables is to find all the variables in V (the left-hand side of α t ) that are not in V j , invert their values (so they discriminate from α t ), add each one to the left-hand side of a copy of the original β j , delete the original β j , and add these modified instances to Ω t . α t is also added to Ω t .
The following list summarizes the relationships that cause adaptive actions and their associated actions:
Relationship Action
Concordant Subset exit (already learned) Concordant Equal exit (already learned)
Concordant Superset node self-deletes Discordant Superset node self-deletes Discordant Equal node self-deletes
Discordant Subset DVA Discordant Overlap DVA Learning assumes that the instance set Ω t is consistent and parsimonious before α t is presented for learning. As α t is broadcast to the nodes, each node receives the broadcast, passes it on to its children (if any) and computes its relationship to α t . Figure 4 shows a sequential state-flow diagram that indicates how the relationship between the left-hand sides of two instances can be determined. The diagram uses only single-variable comparisons, one comparison per transition. The comparison can also be done in parallel blocks depending on the width of the data path, as in [24] . When all nodes have determined the relationships, the CU begins checking for the adaptive actions as outlined above. The CU broadcasts a "covered" flag, for which each node computes a 1 if it covers α t (the node's β j is subset or equal) and is concordant, and a 0 otherwise. Since the result is Boolean, the results can be gathered at each node using the Boolean OR, and the result passed up to each node's parent. If the CU receives a 1, then there exists at least one node (there may be relatively minimal overlapping nodes that respond) which properly covers α t . In other words, α t has already been learned. Since Ω t is already consistent and parsimonious, no further modification is needed to generate Ω t , therefore the network can proceed to the next instance. If the algorithm does not exit at this point, then α t will be added to Ω t once any and all other adaptive actions have been completed.
If α t has not been learned, the next step is to check for nodes that can self-delete. The CU broadcasts the self-deletion flag. Any node that can self-delete (i.e. any superset instance and any equal discordant instance) does so, and returns a 1, while all others return a 0. As before, each node combines (Boolean OR) its result with those of its children, and passes the result up to its parent. The result of this particular gather is not necessarily needed, except to indicate whether any node(s) in fact self-deleted. The reason for doing self-deletion at this point in the algorithm is that any nodes which self-delete may potentially be re-allocated during DVA, if necessary. This makes more efficient use of the nodes. This differs from the AA2 algorithm of [12] . There, self-deletion takes place after DVA, in order to take advantage of any pre-existing Pnode hierarchies for node combination in adding properly discriminated instances to the network. Note that self-deletion effectively deletes redundant instances and totally contradicted instances.
The next step is to check for partially contradicted instances (i.e. subset or overlap discordant instances), and execute DVA if needed, as outlined above. This is accomplished as follows: The CU broadcasts the DVA flag. Each partially contradicted node returns a 1, while all others return a 0. If the CU receives a 1 from the gather of these results, it then broadcasts a flag which permits the required nodes to execute DVA. Each such node j now computes the list of discriminant variables S from α t , one of which it adds to its left-hand side V j (this is equivalent to deleting the original β j and replacing it with one of the specialized instances), deleting it from S. If S is not empty after this, the node splits S in half and sends a copy of the original β j with half of S to the right, and a copy of the original β j with the other half of S to the left (if S is odd, the "extra" variable can be included in either the left or right half of S). If a child node is not empty when it receives this DVA list, it will split the S it receives and simply pass these on, with copies of the original β j , as did the original parent. If however, a child is free, it will allocate itself, store the original β j , and add one variable from the S it receives to its left-hand side, deleting that variable from S. The node then proceeds with the original β j and its remaining S as did the original parent. DVA terminates at the node where there are no more variables to send. DVA terminates for the network when all instances created by DVA have been stored in a node.
DVA can be executed in parallel [with complexity O(log m), where m is the number of nodes in the network] in the tree because, for any two nodes at the same level of the tree, DVA lists are sent down mutually disjoint subtrees. This remains true as long as it is assumed that there are always enough nodes in the branches of the subtree of the original contradictory node to store instances required by DVA. If there are not enough nodes in a subtree, then either DVA cannot be completed until more nodes are added where required, or the DVA lists must be passed back up the tree and rerouted down subtrees where free nodes exist.
There are several methods for handling the case where there are insufficient nodes in a particular subtree (but sufficient nodes in the network). Sequentially selecting and adding each remaining instance has complexity O(klog m), where m is the number of nodes in the network and k is the number of instances remaining to be added as a result of DVA. Other, potentially more parallel and more localized rerouting algorithms could be used instead of the sequential method. Such parallel methods would seem to have faster average times (than the sequential method), but also risk a worst case search that is linear in the number of nodes in the tree.
Once contradictions have been resolved (if there were any), a free node is selected from any remaining free nodes in the network, and α t is stored in it. The learning of α t is complete, and the network may proceed to the next instance. Definitions  = used either as assignment operator or as the equivalence operator, as appropriate [see equation (4)]. * "don't care" value. Only occurs in the left-hand-side V j of an instance. ?
FORMAL EXECUTION AND LEARNING ALGORITHMS

Execution Algorithm
"don't know" value. Only occurs in the right-hand side of an instance R j , and thus possibly in O j, Y j and Z. n number of currently defined inputs to the network, also the size of X. If "don't care" variables are counted in each node, it is also the size of V. 
The steps of the execution algorithm are as follows: 1. Broadcast X to the nodes. 3. Y j from the root node is the output Z of the network.
Learning Algorithm
Additional Definitions α t the t-th new instance presented for learning. V the left-hand side of α t . R the right-hand side of α t . r k the kth component of R, corresponding to z k . r kj the kth component of R j . β j the instance stored at a node j, or "old instance". It has left-hand side V j and right-hand side R j .
flag computed at node j relative to α t with right hand side z k , which indicates whether node j covers α t ; it is 1 if so, 0 otherwise. delete kj flag computed at node j relative to α t with right hand side z k , which indicates whether node j should self-delete; it is 1 if so, 0 otherwise. dva kj flag computed at node j relative to α t with right hand side z k , which indicates whether node j should execute DVA; it is 1 if so, 0 otherwise. S the set of variables in V which are not a node's V j ; the variables in S are computed and used only for DVA. rconc kj an intermediate Boolean variable used to make the equations below more readable; it is 1 iff β j is related to α t for output variable z k and they are concordant-otherwise, it is 0. (See equation 4.) rdisc kj an intermediate Boolean variable used to make the equations below more readable; it is 1 iff β j is related to α t for output variable z k and they are discordant-otherwise, it is 0. (See equation 5.)
The steps of the learning algorithm are given below. 1. α t is broadcast to the network. end (learning)
Optional Network Minimizations
As in [14] , the learning algorithm above omits optional minimization procedures that may lead to a smaller network. These procedures are optional because they do not affect the correctness, or consistency, of the network, but rather the size in terms of the number of defined input variables and the number of instances in the network. Furthermore, minimization requires rebroadcasting modified instances to the network, which adds to the complexity of learning and potentially causes further minimizations, affecting the speed of learning. This section provides details similar to those of sections 3.2 and 4.2 for readers who may be interested-further details can be found in the ASOCS literature. This section begins with definitions for one type of pairwise minimizations based on certain one-difference concordant instances, which were defined for the original ASOCS models. The definition of the term "one-difference" differs here and in [24] from previous ASOCS usage in slight, but fairly significant, ways. Following this, the idea of "background" minimization is briefly discussed as an alternative to minimization during active learning.
β j is one-difference with respect to α t iff V j and V share exactly one discriminant variable δ kj . For example, ABC' ⇒ Z is one-difference with respect to ABC ⇒ Z. These instances can be replaced with the single, shorter instance AB ⇒ Z. Likewise, AB'C ⇒ Z is one-difference with respect to AB ⇒ Z. These two can be replaced by the pair AC ⇒ Z and AB ⇒ Z.
Relating this back to the discussion of section 3.2, the one-difference relationship is a subset of the discriminated left-hand side relationship/partition. To be precise, the previous discriminated relationship can be divided into two mutually exclusive relationships, onedifference (denoted by 1d-) and two-difference (denoted by 2d-). As before, none of the 2d-relationships cause adaptive actions (and hence minimization), and so are not of interest here. The 1d-relationship, however, may be divided into four mutually exclusive subsets: 1d-subset, 1d-equal, 1d-superset and 1d-overlap. While this adds 12 subsets to Ω t (because they can be concordant, discordant, or notrelated on the right-hand side), only three of these subsets cause minimization: concordant 1d-subset, concordant 1d-equal and concordant 1d-superset. Of the other nine, four are notrelated, four are discordant discriminated and one, the concordant 1d-overlap, also cannot be pairwise minimized with any other instances.
Note that both 1d-overlap concordant and discordant relationships never induce adaptive actions, just like the 2d-instances. Therefore, there is no real point to distinguishing the 1d-overlap relationship from the 2d-ones. The state-flow diagram of figure 4, which can be modified to include 1d-relationships, helps illustrate this idea. From the overlap state, the "machine" can move directly to the discriminated state whenever a discriminated input comparison is encountered, as is currently shown-hence, an extra state for 1d-overlap relationships is not needed. Concordant 1d-equal: If this partition is non-empty, then there exists at least one β j such that the set of states covered by (β j ∧ α t ) is also covered by α t with ~δ ikj dropped from V. α t with δ ikj dropped from V is rebroadcast to the network as if it were the original instance-this causes the now redundant β j to self-delete, and allows any other potential minimizations to take place. Concordant 1d-subset: If this partition is non-empty, then there exists at least one β j such that the following is true: Choosing exactly one such β j , there exists a subset P of the states covered by β j for which the output of the network is the same as α t and for which there is a state covered by α t that differs only in the value of δ ikj . For the states in P and their counterparts, the discriminant variable is therefore not needed. α t with ~δ ikj dropped from V covers the same states as α t and additionally the states in P. α t with ~δ ikj dropped is rebroadcast to the network as if it were the original instance-β j is now concordant overlap with respect to α t , but any further potential minimizations can take place. Concordant 1d-superset: This case is analogous to the 1d-subset case, but with α t and β j reversed. If this partition is non-empty, then there exists at least one β j such that the following is true: For each β j , there exists δ ikj and a respective subset P of the states covered by β j for which the output of the network is the same as α t and for which there is a state covered by α t that differs only in the value of δ ikj . For the states in each P and their counterparts, the discriminant variable is therefore not needed. β j with δ ikj dropped from V j covers the same states as β j and additionally the states in P. Each modified β j with its δ ikj dropped is removed from Ω t and rebroadcast to the network, potentially causing further minimizations. (α t is not modified when it is added to the network as the new instance in this case.)
The following summarizes the 1d-relationships and their associated adaptive actions:
Relationship Action
Concordant 1d-subset, or 
5. COMPLEXITY AND PERFORMANCE The complexity of the algorithms in section 4 can be characterized by pipelined broadcast and gather in a tree of nodes. The width of a broadcast block is assumed to be the size of a single variable. The tree has m nodes, one for each instance in Ω t , and the nodes operate in parallel. Assume that each node has n inputs and p outputs. (Each node only has one output variable, but with multiple output variables the network as a whole has p output variables. Each node outputs a ? value for every variable except the one specified by the instance stored at the node). Given these assumptions, analysis gives an overall complexity of O(n+p+log m) for both execution and learning, for a single pattern.
The complexity of the steps of the execution algorithm is summarized, followed by elaboration where necessary. The numbers correspond to the steps from the algorithms in section 5. The complexity of the learning algorithm is presented in the same format. Step 6 is O(log m) because a free node needs to be located and chosen (this can be done with a single broadcast and gather). It is O(n+p) because the left-and right-hand sides need to be sent to the node for storage once the free node is located. The combined complexity is thus O(n+p+log m) for step 6.
The complexity of step 5 given above assumes that DVA can take place in parallel, and that there are always enough free nodes in the subtree of any node to accommodate DVA growth. The worst-case scenario is that the deepest leaf node in the tree must add n-1 instances to the instance set. In that case, the depth of the tree will be increased by O(log n), for n >1, but on the average n+p+(n-1)/2 variables must be passed to the children at each level. It takes O(log m) time for the DVA flag to reach the deepest leaf node. The O(log n) growth factor will always be overshadowed by the O(n+p) time required to pass variables (instances) between nodes. This leads to an overall DVA complexity of O(n+p+log m) if DVA takes place in parallel.
The analysis in this section shows that the complexity of execution and learning for the algorithms of section 5 is O(n+p+log m).
CONCLUSION
ANNs that use a static topology, i.e. a topology that remains fixed throughout learning, suffer from a number of short-comings. Current research is demonstrating the use of dynamic topologies in overcoming some of these problems. The Location-Independent Transformation (LIT) is a general strategy for implementing variations of ANNs that use dynamic topologies during learning. This paper presented the LIA model, which is an LIT for ASOCS AA2 model. AA2, like other ASOCS models, has an inherently dynamic topology. In addition to high-level definitions for execution and learning algorithms, more formal definitions are presented for those interested in hardware (and software) implementations. Analysis gives overall complexities for both execution and learning as O(n+p+log m), where n is the number of inputs, p is the number of outputs, and m is the number of instances or Dnodes in original network.
Current on-going work includes the following:
• LITs for other ANNs, aside from those for which transformations have been developed. • VLSI design and fabrication of LIT models.
• Investigation of appropriate applications, generalization algorithms and global minimization algorithms for ASOCS/LIA class models.
